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Lantern and Ice cream 

What is a sunny day without a nice ice cream and a nice lantern to make it cosy in the 

evening! 

 

Used Materials: 

Little bits of cotton, crochet hook 2.5 

Scissors, needle, stuffing 

LED tea light, piece of cardboard or plastic to put in the ice tray. Textile glue.  

Mini pompon or other decorations to decorate the ice cream or lantern.  

 

**Warning: use only LED tea lights!! ** 

 

Used stitches and abbreviations (US terminology): 

CH   : Chain stitch 

SC   : Single Crochet 

SLST   : Slip Stitch 

HDC   : Half Double Crochet 

DC   : Double Crochet 

MR   : Magical Ring 

2SC in 1SC  : Increase 

2SC together  : Decrease 

 

Ice cream 

 

Ice tray 

Brown 

Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3. (1SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (18) 

Rnd. 4. (2SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x        (24) 

Rnd. 5. Back Loops Only: 24SC        (24) 

Rnd. 6 – 8. 24SC          (24) 

Rnd. 9. (7SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 3x       (27) 

Rnd. 10 – 13. 27SC          (27) 

Rnd. 14. (8SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 3x       (30) 

Rnd. 15. Front Loops Only: 30HDC       (30) 

Rnd. 16. Back Loops Only: 30SC        (30) 

Rnd. 17. 30SC          (30) 

End with 2SLST, fasten off. 

 

Make a circle of cardboard or plastic, put this in the bottom of the tray. Stuff the 

tray. 
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Scoop of ice cream 

Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3. (1SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (18) 

Rnd. 4. (2SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x        (24) 

Rnd. 5. 1SC, 2SC in 1SC, (3SC, 2SC in 1SC) 5x, 2SC     (30) 

Rnd. 6. (4SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (36) 

Rnd. 7. 2SC, 2SC in 1SC, (5SC, 2SC in 1SC) 5x, 3SC     (42) 

Rnd. 8 – 12. 42SC          (42) 

Rnd. 13. (5SC, 2SC together) repeat 6x       (36) 

Rnd. 14. (4SC, 2SC together) repeat 6x       (30) 

Rnd. 15. Front Loops Only: (1SC, skip 1 stitch, 3DC in 1, skip 1 stitch) 7x, 1SC, close 

with 1SLST in 1st SC. 

Fasten off. Leave a long thread. 

 

Stuff the little scoop of ice cream.  

 

Make as much scoops as you want. You could sew one on top of the other.  

 

Sew a scoop of ice cream on top of the tray. Use the back loops of Rnd. 15 of the scoop 

and the back loops of Rnd. 17 of the tray. 
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Whipped cream 

Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3. 2SC in every SC         (24) 

Rnd. 4. 2SC in every SC         (48) 

Rnd. 5. (1SC, 1CH) 48x, close with 1SLST in the 1st SC. 

Fasten off, leave a long thread to sew. 

 

Sew the whipped cream on top of the ice cream. I glued a little pompon on top of the 

whipped cream.  

 

Lantern 

 

Tray to put the LED tea light in 

Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3. (1SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (18) 

Rnd. 4. (2SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x        (24) 

Rnd. 5. 1SC, 2SC in 1SC, (3SC, 2SC in 1SC) 5x, 2SC     (30) 

Rnd. 6. (4SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (36) 

Rnd. 7. Back Loops Only: 36SC        (36) 

Next Rnds: Back Loops Only  

Rnd. 8 – 11. 36SC          (36) 

Rnd. 12. (Back Loops Only:9SLST, 13CH, from 2nd CH: 12SLST) 4x, 1SLST in the 1st 

SLST. 

Fasten off. 

 

Top of the lantern 

Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3. (1SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (18) 

Rnd. 4. (2SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x        (24) 

Rnd. 5. 1SC, 2SC in 1SC, (3SC, 2SC in 1SC) 5x, 2SC     (30) 

Rnd. 6. (4SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (36) 

Rnd. 7. 2SC, 2SC in 1SC, (5SC, 2SC in 1SC) 5x, 3SC     (42) 

Rnd. 8 – 12. 42SC          (42) 

Rnd. 13. (5SC, 2SC together) repeat 6x       (36) 

Rnd. 14. (4SC, 2SC together) repeat 6x       (30) 

Rnd. 15. Front Loops Only: (1SC, skip 1 stitch, 3DC in 1, skip 1 stitch) 7x, 1SC, close 

with 1SLST in 1st SC. 

Fasten off. Stuff the top. 

 

Crochet a circle to close the top of the lantern: 
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Rnd. 1. 6SC in MR          (6) 

Rnd. 2. 2SC in every SC         (12) 

Rnd. 3. (1SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x       (18) 

Rnd. 4. (2SC, 2SC in 1SC) repeat 6x        (24) 

Rnd. 5. 1SC, 2SC in 1SC, (3SC, 2SC in 1SC) 5x, 2SC     (30) 

Fasten off. Leave a long thread.  

 

Sew the circle in the top, sew the ends on the circle: 

Divide the ends over the top: (sew 6 stitches of top and circle, in the next stitch sew an 

end on the circle and top, sew 7 stitches of top and circle, in the next stitch sew an end 

on the circle and top) repeat 2x. 

 

 
 

Make a loop or a key ring at the top so you can hang the lantern.  

Put the LED tea light in. 

 

 

 
 

 


